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Abstract 

Choosing a suitable object-oriented system for a particular application domain is 

very hard, at least in part because the object-oriented research community has not 

yet converged on what is meant by "object-oriented system". In order to solve this 

selection problem, a comparison framework is proposed to evaluate a range of object

oriented systems. We then use this framework to consider three different systems, 

MELD, MARVEL, and VBASE, which represent several quite different design choices for 

object-oriented systems. We also show the advantages as well as disadvantages about 

such a framework, and discuss future extensions. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1 Introduction 

Although object-oriented systems clearly have an important role to play in the next gen

eration of software engineering, two tough questions have been raised in the research com

munity: 

1. What is an object-oriented system? The difficulty of this question is the disagreement 

over the essential characteristics of object-oriented systems, for example, the problem 

of "delegation versus inheritance" [73]. 

2. How to choose the right object-oriented system? This question differs from the first 

one in that several conflicts might disappear after we know the application domain 

and the hardware environment. For example, we would like to use an object-oriented 

system with very good extensibility for developing experimental software environ

ments [78]. For another example, if our underlying hardware architecture is purely 

shared-memory, then the performance of multiple inheritance and delegation will not 

be so different from each other [14]. 

Several efforts have tried to propose a common object-oriented computational model 

and provide a focus for the database and programming language communities. Most of 

these consider only one object-oriented system with some specific application domains [54J, 

or only one or two characteristic features among several object-oriented systems [73J. The 

results of these works are still far from answering the first question, because the former 

approach is only applicable to those domains, and the latter one doesn't address a big 

picture of object-oriented systems, although they both might help greatly in moving us 

toward the final answer. 

Since not many object-oriented systems are available, very little work has been done for 

the second question: how to choose a suitable object-oriented system. Usually, people will 

randomly choose one object-oriented system after hearing the buzzword "object-orientetf' 

and reading some commercial a.d vertisements. This is very dangerous for software devel

opment for the following reasons: 

• The features in the langua.ge might not be sufficient to support this application do

main, so most software engineers will either find ad hoc solutions, which may detract 

from the ideal object-oriented development methodology, or just simply try another 

system; 
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reasons 

conceptual naturalness 

encapsulation, reusability, and extensibility 

manipulating parallel and distributed environment 

powerful con trolla bili ty of versions 

Figure 1: Why object-oriented will reduce software cost 
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• In the early stages of software development, the requirements of the target system 

are hard to understand, so a prototype system will be useful to conquer this problem. 

If the object-oriented system we choose doesn't support reusability and extensibility 

very well, it may increase the software cost immensely; 

• The language features could be changed after future convergence on question 1, a.nd 

then many of existing modules may have to be rewritten. But if we have good interface 

control, we can reduce the impact of such changes. 

The reasons listed above are far from complete, but make clear that a comparison method 

with a formal framework is necessary for answering the second question. In addition, the 

results of using this framework may help to answer question 1 (from a scruffy approach). 

In this thesis, I proposed an experimental framework for comparing object-oriented 

systems. I derived this framework from my experience using three different object-oriented 

systems, MELD, MARVEL, and VBASE. I then explain why the selected features in my 

framework are important for all object-oriented systems. The correlations among these 

features are also described. Then, I show the result of comparing these three object

oriented systems, which are quite different in some features that an object-oriented system 

might have. Finally, future work regarding the comparison framework and the three object

oriented systems is also discussed. 

1.1 Why Object-Oriented? 

Using object-oriented systems can reduce the cost of software development in four different 

ways (Figure 1). First, for both programmers and system designers (or project managers), 

it will be much easier to use object-oriented software than relational software because of 

its conceptual naturalness for treating complex and irregular objects [42]. To support such 

conceptual naturalness, most object-oriented systems have classes or abstract data types. 
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Some also support system-defined and user-defined exception handling objects, which can 

be used to tolerate software faults [I1J. Second, following classical software engineering 

principles, object-oriented systems usually support encapsulation, reusability, and exten

sibility [53J. This is done by having definition architecture, inheritance relation, interface 

control, and modularization. Third, object-oriented systems are suitable for operation in a 

parallel and/ or distributed environment, because each object can be treated as a compu

tation unit with local data, and thus multiple granularities of parallelism can be developed 

among the units [38J. For this purpose, some object-oriented systems support various 

kinds of inter-object communication to increase the concurrency among objects. Some 

other systems develop the concurrency inside an object, while yet others have transaction 

mechanisms to support more general concurrency control. Finally, some object-oriented 

systems have proposed powerful controllability of versions [83]. This includes persistent 

object base systems, database version control, and software version control. Most of these 

works were motivated by the shortcomings of relational database systems or tree-structured 

file systems. 

1.2 Motivation 

Although there are four good reasons to use object-oriented systems, it doesn't mean we 

will achieve all the advantages when using a particular system. Most systems support a 

partial set of the nice features mentioned in the previous section. This is due in part to the 

existence of several conflicts in language design. Examples includes the conflict between 

multiple inheritance and concurrency, the conflict between encapsulation and inheritance, 

and the class versus prototype argument. 

A lot of work has been done to resolve each of those conflicts individually. The most 

typical solution is one new language feature replacing the old one and solving one conflict. 

For example, behavior abstraction [33J has been introduced to solve the conflict between 

inheritance and concurrency for actor base systems [1 J. 0 ne example of behavior abstraction 

in Kafura's paper is illustrated in Figure 2. Suppose we want to add a new method geLrear() 

to the class bounded_buffer to prod uce a new class called extended_buffer. Using behavior 

abstraction, we can easily achieve this by defining the new behavior for extended_buffer 

(Figure 3). 

But unfortunately, this nke solution doesn't work well when the target system is open, 

i.e., an actor can modify its own behavior at runtime. Behavior abstraction requires strong 

-
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1 INTRODUCTION 

class bounded_buffer: Actor { 

inLarray buf [MAX]; 

int in, out; 

behavior: 

public: 

bufferO 

empty_buffer = { putO } 

fulLbuffer = { getO } 

partiaLbuffer = { getO, put() } 

{ 

} 

in = 0; 

out = 0; 

become empty_buffer; 

void put (int item) 

{ 

} 

int get () 

{ 

} 

}; 

buf [in++] = item; 

in %= MAX; 

if(in == (out + 1) % MAX) 

become fulLbuffer; 

else 

become partiaLbuffer; 

reply (buf [out++] ); 

out %= MAXi 

if(in == out) 

become empty_buffer; 

else 

become partiaLbuffer; 

Figure 2: Bounded Buffer 
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class extended_buffer: public bounded_buffer { 

behat'ior: 

extended_empty _buffer 

extendedJulLbuffer = { getO, getJ"earO } 

extend_partial_buffer = { getO, geLrear(), putO } 

public: 

extended_buffer () 

{ 

} 

int geLrear 0 
{ 

} 

}; 

in = 0; 

out = 0; 

become extended_empty_buffer; 

reply (buf (-in%MAX] ); 

if(in == out) 

become extended_empty..buffer; 

else 

become extended-partial..buffer; 

Figure 3: Extended Buffer 

renames empty _buffer; 

redefines full_buffer; 

redefines partiaLbuffer; 

-
-
-
-
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Figure 4: Inheritance and Encapsulated Inheritance 

type checking, which restricts the flexibility of the interrelations among objects. 

Another example is the conflict between inheritance and encapsulation. Snyder [67] 

proposed "encapsulated inheritance", which provides a second interface for inheritance, 

to increase the reusability of objects. The problem here is we will l06S the conceptual 

naturalness of objects. In real world, inheritance hierarchy usually can be described as 

a partial ordering graph, but encapsulated inheritance just break this graph into a set of 

ordering pairs (Figure 4). Furthermore, it might also bring up conceptual inconsistency 

(Figure 5). 

There are three problems with this general approach. First, the introduction of a new 

solution often compromises some nice aspects of the old one. Second, whether or not 

new conflicts are introduced by the new features is often unknown until there has been 

significant experience using the revised language. Finally, in most practical cases, we have 

to consider all the language features to choose a suitable object-oriented system from those 

available, while th06e loosely-coupled results haven't shown us a. big and clear picture. 

The goal of this thesis is to build up a comparison framework for a range of object

oriented systems. Instead of finding out how to support the important features of object-
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Figure 5: Conceptual Inconsistency in Encapsulated Inheritance 
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oriented systems individually, we would like to consider "what are the important features 

and how do they interrelate" from the perspective of application. Then, we can merge the 

individ ual results with this framework, and get a theoretical as well as practical method 

for evaluating object-oriented systems. 

2 Background 

In this section, we review a set of features that an object-oriented system might have. We 

classify the features into four categories, definitional architecture, control architecture, data 

architecture, and concurrency control: 

Definitional Architecture: Definitional architecture mainly concerns how to define ob

jects and the relations among objects. It includes class definition, inheritance relation, 

query language, and various relations. 

Control Architecture: In object-oriented systems, objects can be treated as computa

tional units with external interfaces and internal algorithms manipulating their local 

data. The questions are how to manipulate the local data and how to communicate 

with other objects efficiently and safely. 

Data Architecture: Although most object-oriented systems are file-less, we still must 

consider the ways that objects are stored in memory and how to implement persistent 

-
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objects. 

Concurrency Control: Several granularities of parallelism has been incorporated into 

object-oriented systems. The purpose of concurrency control is to make sure that 

parallel tasks can be performed safely, in the sense that data is accessed consistently. 

In the following subsections, these winds of language features will be explored in detail. 

2.1 Definition Architecture 

Every object-oriented system offers users a set of techniques to define objects and the re

lations among objects. The definitions might be changed occasionally, or reused with a 

few differences. So, selecting a set of definitional techniques correctly is a primary concern 

for object-oriented systems. In this section, we consider four important features for defi

nition: data abstraction (objects), abstract data types (classes), knowledge sharing, query 

languages, and various relations. 

2.1.1 Data Abstraction and Abstract Data Types 

Data abstraction [76] is fundamental to object-oriented systems. It provides encapsulation 

for hiding the internal structure and implementation of an object. The hidden information 

can be accessed only through some specific external interfaces. Therefore, the object can 

be reused or reaccessed through these unchanged interfaces, even if the internal structure 

has been modified or we find a better way to reimplement the object. 

In order to bring those objects into existence, basically two ways - prototyping and 

classification - have been proposed. Most object-oriented systems support abstract data 

types or classes [17], which allow users to classify the abstracted data. Based on the class 

definition, a new object can be created with the internal structure, the implementation, and 

most essentially the external interfaces. Defined by the class template, another way is to 

create objects by existing objects called prototypes [44]. Because no concept of set or group 

of objects exists and every object actually stands alone, we lose some power of abstraction. 

But, the combination of prototype and delegation does provide a better mechanism for some 

special situations. We will discuss this issue in section 3.2. 

Another important problem is how to define the external interfaces. One scheme offers 

only one interface, for other objects (clients) to access its local data only indirectly through 

methods [76]. Here subclasses see all internal structure. Another scheme not only offers 

the interface for clients to access data, but also supports an explicit interface for inheriting 
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classes to access its internal structure [67J. Yet another system supports multiple interfaces 

for different usages [28J. 

2.1.2 Knowledge Sharing 

Knowledge sharing [14J is one of the most important features in object-oriented languages 

supporting the reuse of object descriptions and the refinement of object definitions. The 

first advantage of knowledge sharing is the increasing in modularity rather than redefining 

the whole object or class. Second, the introduction of classification with inheritance results 

in a hierarchically structured knowledge model, making knowledge searching more efficient. 

In constract, if we just have a set of class definitions, in most cases, we have to go through 

all the classes to find what we really need. Finally, knowledge sharing might imply sharing 

code efficien tly. 

In different object-oriented systems knowledge sharing is implemented in different ways, 

for example, delegation, single inheritance, multiple inheritance, copy, and recipe-query. 

Basically, there are two reasons to have so many knowledge sharing methods: 

Flexibility: Do we keep only one or more than one copy of the executable for methods? 

If we allow all the subclasses of a class to share the executable!, then we save a lot of 

memory space, and it will be much easier to modify the internal structure of a class 

at runtime, because we keep only one copy of a method in one class hierarchy. In 

inheritance, the link between subclass and superc1ass is hard-wired after the compiling 

phase, but the introduction of meta-class2 with one copy executable might make the 

link more flexible, which might be modified at runtime by the clients of the meta

class. In delegation, everything is soft-wired to provide a uniform communication 

protocol: the delegation to the proxy of an object is performed by message passing, 

and therefore, global type checking is not necessary. 

Efficiency: For efficiency, we might want to keep several copies of the executable, if the 

objects are distributed in a network environment. But if the underlying hardware 

model is shared-memory, then the performance difference between keeping one copy 

and multiple copies is small. 

ISharing the executa.ble meall8 for one piece of code (a module or a procedure), we only keep one copy. 

Some object-oriented systems have a preprocessing step that duplicates those pieces into several copies for 

different classes. 

1 meta-class: class for class objects. 
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In order to avoid referring to objects through their object identities, predicate-based queries 

in an object.oriented database environment is necessary. Unfortunately, the conventional 

SQL-like query language is not enough to support object-oriented queries since an object

oriented data model has classes, nested classes, objects, nested objects, multiple inheritance 

and finally relations. It will also break the encapsulation of objects because the user must 

understand the internal table structure. In [6], a version of query languages for the ORION 

database system is derived from the fundamental differences in the semantics of queries in 

two models. From an application point of view, Garlan in his thesis [26J proposed a nice 

query language, view8, to integrate software tools to access the database through a uniform 

interface. 

In [7J, both conventional and object-oriented query models are discussed (Figure 6) and 

(Figure 7). 

2.1.4 Various Relations 

Most object-oriented languages do not support relations directly. When relations are needed 

in some cases, they are usually implemented in an ad hoc fashion, which might detract 
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from the abstraction of the relations. An object-relation model, which combines the object

oriented model with the entity-relationship model from database theory, has been proposed 

to be useful for designing and partitioning systems containing many interrelated objects 

[65]. In [12] [13] [34], constraints are used to maintain the consistency of the relations inside 

an object as well as among objects. VBASE[5] supports inverse relations, which can be used 

to easily maintain many kinds of complex relations in relational models. 

2.2 Control Architecture 

Although the hardware machine and physical communication network really do the work, 

the programming language used to control them represents a virtual machine which may be 

quite different. Traditional programming languages, such as FORTRAN or even assembly 

languages, represent the real hardware conceptually, so the users don't have to worry about 

anything else other than the architecture proposed by Von Neuman. For some modern pro

gramming languages, the programmers have to understand a different architecture, control 

architecture. For example, data driven computation is the control architecture for dataflow 

languages, and production system is the control architecture for rule-base languages. 

Control architecture includes several issues: 
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• What is the language paradigm? 

• How to control the program in a distributed environment? 

• How does the conceptual computer handle exceptions? 

• How to control the object interfaces? 

• \Vhat is the input/output interface? 

2.2.1 Language Paradigms 

From the view point of programming language design, we can classify languages into sev

eral paradigms, for example, procedural language or declarative language, which represent 

different writing styles as well as two conceptual computational models. 

Recently, constraint-based invocation (CBI), the integration of rule-based and object

oriented programming paradigms, has been proposed [74]. It is very useful in many cases, 

for example, to control nondeterministic execution in object-oriented systems, or to resolve 

the conflicts caused by multiple inheritance. One argument against CBI stated that because 

of the class-less construct, CBI may be too dynamic to control and we lose the information 

from type hierarchies. 

2.2.2 Message Passing among Objects 

As stated before, object-oriented computation presents a pseudo distributed computing 

environment, i.e., the language should be able to represent the message passing3 among 

distributed units, objects. Object-oriented distributed operating systems have been an im

portant role in next generation operating systems, which extending conventional operating 

system (for example, UNIX) from function call to message passing. For example, NEXUS 

Distributed Operating System [71] is structured as a collection of objects with some system

defined types, and the main function of the NEXUS kernel is to support IOC (Inter-Object 

Communica.tion). Other works include Choices [66], Clouds [18], and Mach [32]. 

lIn real hardware, we always consider two different models, shared-memory architecture and pure

message-passing architecture. The conceptual object-oriented model should be message-passing only (the 

updating of the status of objects should be done through some specific communication channels), but the 

inheritance mechanism is actually a conceptually shared-memory model, beca.use one cla.ss can share the 

knowledge of its ancestor classes. This is why encapsulation will conflict with inheritance, i.e., it is hard to 

encapsulate the inherited information. 
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2.2.3 Exception Handling 

In traditional languages, exceptional handling is implemented by either system-defined or 

user-defined exceptional conditions. In object-based systems, we can also implement it in 

the same way. The issues are: 

• How to describe the exceptional condition? 

• What is the structure or hierarchy of system-defined exceptional condition? 

• How to trigger these conditions? 

For example, in Choices [66), the exception class hierarchy is built-in for both exception 

handling and hardware exceptions. User-defb~ exception classes inherit the system hier

archy. 

2.2.4 Interface Control 

With very little help, an experienced programmer can understand the interrelations among 

a small number of program modules. But in general, we are dealing with a huge number of 

objects as well as classes, which together constitute a very large software system. There

fore, describing and maintaining interfaces between mod ules in such a large system is very 

important. 

Basically, we can describe the functionalities of interface control as follows: 

Elegant Definition: Easily defining an easy-to-understand interface; 

Consistency Maintenance: Type checking when linking two interfaces; 

Impact Limitation: Prototyping systems will become easier. 

There are several trade-offs among these concerns. For example, consistency maintenance 

implies information-rich interface while impact limitation implies information-poor inter

face [78). 

2.2.5 I/O Interface Design 

The user interface management for object-oriented systems has been addressed by several 

researchers [82) [56]. Three problems are currently considered as the most important: 

Integration with Software Tools: We consider how users -:an easily interact with the 

programming environment we built; 

-

-
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Browsing Interface for Persistent Object Base: How users or programmers can un

derstand the architecture of the object base, and manipulate the objects; 

Protocol between Human and Computer: One idea is to treat the user as an object, 

then we can ask "will the users be satisfied by standard inter-object communication 

protocol." 

2.3 Data Architecture 

\Ve have considered the conceptual model and definitional architecture, but sometimes for 

performance issues, it would be better if the user could understand the real hard ware and 

explore the capability of the real hardware environment. We have several points concerning 

this: 

• What kind of hard ware are we using? 

• How to store objects efficiently? 

• How about persistence? 

2.3.1 Matching with Hardware Architecture 

Although object-oriented systems have many nice features for a software environment, the 

potential savings in programming effort have been curtailed by low performance in most 

conventional computer systems or expensive processor cost [72]. Many novel architectures 

have been proposed to support high performance object-oriented systems, for example, 

SOAR, SWARD, and SLOOP [46]. 

Some other works have considered how to efficiently implement object-oriented systems 

on general multiprocessor environments, which include MIMD machines, SIMD machines, 

Shared-Memory parallel processing machines, and distributed processors on a local area 

network. With these different hardware environments, we have different choices for the 

implementation and language features of object-oriented systems. In SLOOP, the notion 

of virtual object space, between the real hard ware and the object-oriented computational 

model, is used to encapsulate the underlying hardware environment. SLOOP encapsulates 

the virtual object space in a type called Domain, which provides a set of operations for 

asynchronously creating and accessing objects, and for specifying groups of objects. This 

allows changing the virtual object space dynamically at run time. 
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2.3.2 Object Clustering 

Object clustering is for improving the performance by exploiting the locality of the data 

contained in mUltiple objects. In conventional distributed systems, usually we improve the 

performance of caching by analyzing a sampling of the data and after some calculation, 

determine some parameters for the cache manager. In object-oriented systems, not only 

the analytical data is used, but also semantic information provided by programmers. 

Another advantage of object clustering is that such clustering will make the task of 

changing definitions easier. This means, if we redefine an interface and want to propagate 

the effect, and we have clustered the objects that impact each other, then it is relatively 

easy to update the whole database [i8]. 

Dynamic grouping [79] has been proposed to improve the performance by placing objects 

during the runtime. This work is built upon a virtual memory hierarchy. The Emerald 

system [9J has a similar scheme for objects, which are fully mobile and can be moved from 

node to node in the network, even during an invocation. For every create operation, VBASE 

[5] allows the invoker to specify a previously existing clustering object, and then the new 

object will be clustered in the same segment as the clustering object. 

2.3.3 Persistent Objects 

In a software development environment for a large project, large amounts of information 

might be involved. This data must live in an object base for a long time. Nestor [57J has 

pointed out the weaknesses of traditional file systems and conventional database systems 

in supporting two top level design goals for future software environments: 

Openness: This means the ability to incorporate tools, methodologies, and technologies 

into the current environment as needs and opportunities arises. Usually, openness is 

achieved by sophisticated interface control mechanisms or supporting computational 

reflection. 

Integration: We try to make all the components of an environment work together through 

a uniform interface, style of operation, and communication protocol. 

2.4 Concurrency Control 

Object-oriented computational model provides a natural setting fer . he construction of 

parallel programs. By conceiving a problem solution in terms of a collection of cooperating 

-

-
-
-
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objects, a programmer can partition a program into natural functional units. replicating 

these units according to the data parallelism inherent in the particular problem. 

Unfortunately, in most cases, it is not easy to have such global knowledge about par

allelism, instead, we have only partial knowledge. Thus, the lack of knowledge introduces 

the risk of developing incorrect concurrent events. Basically, there are two kinds of incor

rectness: first, they can be executed concurrently but they should be synchronized under a 

set of constraints; second, they may not be synchronized at all because no such constraints 

exists. 

For case 1, usually we will try to synchronize the concurrent events in order to avoid 

incorrect execution caused by message racing, for example, as in Petri Nets [62]. In case 2, 

the transaction mechanism is introd uced. 

In this subsection, the design of parallel object-oriented languages will be discussed 

first. Then, we raise some problems about concurrent access to persistent objects. Finally, 

the basic transaction mechanism is introduced. 

2.4.1 Parallel Object-Oriented Languages 

The parallelism in object-oriented systems can be classified as fine grain parallelism inside 

an object and large grain parallelism among objects. For fine grain parallelism, macro data 

flow execution is performed in the MELD system [34]. For large grain, we have to consider 

how objects communicate with each other. In [27J, four types of inter-object communication 

are discussed: 

Monitors: this is concerned with shared memory architecture; 

Message Passing: tWs is used by m06t object-oriented systeIDB, wWch will generate new 

threads by sending messages; 

Remote Procedure Call: this doesn't generate new threads because it will wait until 

the answer from the remote site has arrived; 

Tuple Spaces: [27] this allows many messages handled concurrently in one. tuple space, 

which basically does pa.ttern ma.tching between messa.ges a.nd object interfaces. 

2.4.2 Concurrent Access to Persistent Objects 

Persistent objects maybe distributed across sites, and can be accessed by local processes 

and remote processes concurrently. To achieve efficient and relia.ble data. retrieval, data 
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replication techniques have been developed in different forms [25J. 

2.4.3 Transaction Processing 

When we have global knowledge about parallelism, we can represent the concurrency in 

eSP-like languages [30J. If only local knowledge or partial knowledge is available, we might 

apply some techniques such as nested objects [48J or model of correctness [43J. All other 

cases are concerned with transactions. 

In [2J, we can find some good comparisons among two-phase locking, time-stamp and 

optimistic concurrency control algorithms for record- based system. Is there any difference 

when we make comparisons for object-oriented database? 

2.4.4 Nested Transactions 

~ested transactions are an extension and enhancement of atomic transactions. They pro

vide safe concurrency within transactions, enhancing both performance and modularity. 

They also provide for smaller grained recovery, allowing better control over transaction 

execution, simplifying the programming of reliable transaction systems. However, there 

are open problems for implementing of nested transactions on object-oriented databases. 

3 Comparison Framework 

After having those important features, we now want to have a comparison framework, which 

represents a conceptual structure organizing all j he language features from the perspective 

of application. In this section, we consider the methodology about how to evaluate object

oriented systems. Then, a comparison framework is proposed. Finally, we will raise some 

problems about this framework. 

3.1 Methodology 

In [77], a. methodology is proposed to evaluate software development environment. They 

addressed the shortcomings of three different approaches: 

1. one specific component, but not how components interact; 

2. particular environment with some specific tools available; 

3. lists of questions and criteria without the detailed of how to answer the questions. 
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Figure 8: Products of the Evaluation Methodology 

After analysing these approaches, they proposed a extensible and partially domain inde

pendent methodology to evaluate environments (Figure 8). 

In this thesis, I import their methodology to the domain of evaluating object-oriented 

systems. It is not claimed that my work doesn't belong to the three approaches discussed 

in [771, but actually my comparison framework belongs to all of them: 

1. get as many specific components as possible, and try to find their interactions; 

2. 3 particular environment with some specific tools available; 

3. lists of questions and criteria with some information and suggestions, which make it 

easier to answer the questions. 

3.2 Comparison Framework 

A comparison framework can be easily described as a three-step program: 

• Can this object-oriented system satisfy the application-domain requirement? 
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• Can this object-oriented system red uce the cost in software development for this 

specific application domain? 

• Will the run-time performance of this system be too low? 

3.2.1 Domain Requirement 

As a necessary condition, domain requirements should be considered first when choosing 

a suitable object-oriented system. The qualified systems must be able to support those 

requirements without too much exceptional effort or skill taken. We list several kinds of 

domain requirements below, which cover most application domains: 

Transaction Management: Most object-oriented systems will offer some kinds of par

allel processing in many different ways, unfortunately, in many application domains, 

the lack of the global knowledge about concurrency makes it hard to write a parallel 

program safely. So, various transaction mechanisms are necessary to handle those 

random concurrent events. 

Real-Time Systems: Real-time software has performed an important role in many real 

life applications, for example, military software, network management software, and 

decision support systems. Distributed data acquisition and processing with timing 

constraints definitely is a very tough research topic. Other problems include "what is 

the right abstract level for representing real-time in an object-oriented system, "how 

to support real-time in an object-oriented database systems?" and "how to build up 

real-time transaction?". For instance, ENVISAGER [20] [21] is one object-oriented 

languages for specifying real-time systems. 

Multiple Language Paradigms: In some application domains, it is necessary to use 

rule-base programming, logic programming, or functional programming to represent 

the idea. This is especially true for developing artificial intelligence systems.4 

If we want to use object-oriented languages as process programming languages [58], it 

is also necessary to support multiple paradigms, and the mechanisms for integrating 

those different-paradigm pieces are also important. 

4 It is not a. new idea to merge object-orien ted with rules. In A.I. research community, a lot of work has 

been done in the a.rea. of coupling rules with frame-base systems. 
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Matching with Hardware: Due to some special hardware architectures, we should con

sider whether an object-oriented system can fully match with the underlying hard

ware. As mentioned before, one specific programming language represents a concep

tual computational model. This implies if the conceptual model is so different from 

the real hardware, then we should avoid using this language. 

Query Language and User Interface: As we mentioned before, III most application 

domains, we don't want to manipulate the object identities directly, so what we need 

is a nice query language and friendly user interface. 

Reflective Computation: At the early stage of the research work about refiection in 

object-oriented systems [75] [47], it is expected that reflective facilities will become 

increasing more useful in managing distributed systems. In [75J, three examples of 

reflective programming are illustrated: 

3.2.2 

1. Dynamic concurrent acquisition (inheritance) of methods from other objects, 

which can be treated as one kind of very flexible code sharing behavior; 

2. Monitoring the behavior of concurrently running objects, which is a dynamic 

concurrency control scheme with learnability; 

3. Augmentation of the time warp mechanism [31] to a distributed system, which 

will process undo and rollback operations in a meta-class level. 

This is especially for AI-oriented application. 

Software Development Environment 

In building a large and complex system, system requirements usually can not be known 

completely. Just like those requirements in the previous section, we always can only discover 

very few special requirements related to the application domain at the beginning. This 

implies we should consider those general system features very carefully after all the obvious 

requirements a.re raised. 

Unfortunately, to get a. general object-oriented system is just as hard as to answer the 

question "what is an object-oriented system '(" or "what is the relationship between software 

development environments and the software process?" [58]. So, before solving these open 

problems, in this thesis, we try to derive a nearly general object-oriented system from 

our experience in software development environments. Four important characteristics are 
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proposed: version management, reusability, extensibility and prototyping, which should be 

supported well by a good object-oriented system [19]. 

Version Management In most object-oriented systems, version management is achieved 

by having persistent object base and interface contro/. The persistent object base will keep 

all the versions as well as the information about those versions. This task includes efficient 

saving, retrieving, and distributing. But the problem will arise when we try to integrate 

those software tools with different version identities, i.e., they might have different internal 

structures, method implementation, and external interfaces. So, we need interface control 

mechanism to solve these conflicts during the integration. 

In some other applications, we might want to modify the class definition for one specific 

version of objects, which is one kind of type evolution [68J [52J. In this case, we can have a set 

of version interfaces for types, and thus allow us to change the type definitions dynamically 

through these interfaces. 

Several works have been done in version management for object-oriented systems. 

Zdonik [83J [68] has built the version control as a required function of the database manage

ment system itself. In another approach, Winkler [80] formulates version control informa

tion as part of the program text. The benefit of the former approach is to have an elegant 

scheme dealing the changes of type definition, while the latter one offers the programmers a 

flexible environment, in which rules and facts can be used to express the program versions. 

Beech and Mahbod [8] proposed yet another scheme, which has both explicit and implicit 

version control. Their work is the combination of the former two, but they didn't consider 

versions for types. 

The system features needed to support version control in object-oriented environment 

is described as following: 

I features for version control I = I persistent object base 1+ I interface control schemes I 

Reusability Reuse of existing software components has the potential to decrease the 

initial development time and the risk for hidden bugs [61]. In object oriented software, 

inheritance is a natural way to achieve software reuse. For example, under the mechanism 

of multiple inheritance, an new object can be defined with several properties and operations 

from all his ancestors. Unfortunately, a naive inheritance scheme might hurt the encap

sulation of an object [67]. For this purpose, Snyder proposed an inheritance interface in 

superclasses, which the inheriting classes must go through. In [35], features, which contain 

-, 
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many classes, are treated as an encapsulated units, and there is no special interface in 

classes for multiple inheritance. We do feel the latter approach is better in that: first, it 

is a big load for the programmer to concern about the inheritance interface as well as the 

client interface; second, features, which are bigger than classes, might be more attractive 

to the programmer to reuse. 

Another concern about reusability is version control because we hope we can reuse 

different versions of codes, and sometimes the information about those persistent objects 

and versions is necessary. Thus, we can describe the required features for reusability as the 

following: 

I features for reusability I = I encapsulated inheritance 1+ I features for version control I 

Extensibility Notkin [59] has pointed out that 40% of the total software life cycle cost 

is spent in the enhancement phase, and the extension mechanism is proposed to reduce 

such cost. Actually, extensibility and reusability are tightly related. If one module in the 

existing system is very reusable, then it should be able to merge with another system, 

which will extend the ability of the latter system. But, extensibility also means we can 

change the specification of an object, then reuse it. This kind of change will interfere with 

other objects and cause the reusing unsafe. So, we do need very good interface control 

and type evolution scheme to deal with this problem. Then, we get another equation for 

extensibility: 

I features for extensibility I = I type evolution I + I features for reusability I 

Prototyping Prototyping is a powerful way in developing large software systems without 

complete knowledge about system requirements. Usually, we will obtain some information 

from those prototypes by doing some experiments on them. Then, we can evaluate and 

improve our first design, and generate the next prototype. Prototyping will increase the 

performance of the first production version, and thus becomes a tool for reducing risk and 

cost. 

The five ma.jor objectives of supporting proto typing [24] is 

1. providing useful informa.tion, 

2. producing prototypes quickly, easily, and accurately, 

3. being easy to change to get different information, 
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4. supporting mixtures of behavioral and structural prototypes, and 

5. facilitating incorporation of future improvements in prototyping technology. 5 

For number 1: providing useful information, the req uired features will be persistent object 

base, class definition, and query language. Reusability and extensibility should be enough 

to support number 2: producing prototypes quickly, easily, and accurately. As concerning 

about number 3: being easy to change to get different information, we suggest version 

control, query language, and extensibility will do it. Number 4: supporting mixtures of 

behavioral and structural prototypes should be achieved by type evolution schemes. Then, 

we claimed that number 5: facilitating incorporation of future improvements in prototyp

ing technology might be supported by having reflective computation. Finally, we got the 

following equation: 

I features for prototyping I features for reusability I 

3.2.3 Major Efficiency Problems 

+ features for extensibility I 
+ impact limitation I 
+ reflective computation I 

Run time performance is the main concern in this section. 

Message Passing: the most expensive run-time cost for object-oriented systems would 

be the cost for inter-object communication. Because in normal cases, the number of 

objects will be huge, it is very reasonable that the number of messages is quite large. 

Those messages can be classified into two categories, local messages and remote mes

sages. Usually, we can assume that the cost of local messages is much cheaper. Based 

on this assumption, several efficient schemes are proposed: 

5It is indeed an open problem to consider wh&t will be the future improvements in prototyping, which 

is not stated cleared in (24). either. On thing I c&n think &bout is &utoma.tic prototyping. which me&ns we 

only h&ve to tell the system some very high level specifications. and it will generate a prototype system 

by rewriting the whole program. or more intelligently reu,e or it extend the current system. The former 

approach, autom·atic programming, has been developed for several yea.rs by researchers in artificial intel

ligence. while very little work has been finished for the latter one. Usually, we just let human reuse and 

extend software. My conjecture is. in eithe~ case, computational reflection might be a key to develop future 

prototyping systems. 
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Object Replication: A lot of technologies about replicated database have been 

well developed. Popovich and Kaiser [63J proposed a partial-replication scheme. 

facet, which allows the programmers to distribute a single object across multiple 

machines. 

Locality of Objects: Another way to reduce the number of remote messages is to 

place those objects intelligent so that most of the inter-object communication 

can be done in local sites. A typical example is object clustering in VBASE [5], 

which will not suffer from consistency control as in data replication. 

Message Compression: Compress many messages into one big message and send 

it. It should be applied to some special communication schemes, for example. 

tuple spaces [49]. 

Multicasting: This supports one message sent to a lot of machines, but the problem 

will be how to decide the destination address group in compiling time, because 

it is inefficient to decide this group at run time [22]. 

Query Processing: The cost of one query can be separated into two sub-costs: cost for 

deciding what to get, and cost to get them. The first cost in object-oriented systems 

includes how to do query optimization, how to get information from other sites, and 

how to manage a set of query requests. The second one mainly concerns about 

communication cost, which we had discussed in message passing. 

Concurrency Control Algorithms: A trade-off between optimistic scheme and locking 

scheme for transaction management has been discussed for years. The benefit of 

locking scheme is simple and fast in general cases. And, the optimistic scheme is very 

complex under very simple conditions, which means it will be much more complex if 

we consider some advanced transaction models, for example, nested transaction [55]. 

3.2.4 Summary 

The comparison framework can be illustrated as in Figure 9, and Figure 10. 

3.3 Interrelations 

In this section, we consider important relations among the three steps in the naive com

parison framework. We will neglect those relations that are very trivial or not belonging 
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Figure 9: The Framework for Comparing Object-Oriented Systems: I 

to the research community of object-oriented systems, for example, the relation between 

real-time system and message passing, which should be concerned in another area. 

We must notice that the relations discussed here would only apply to some of the sys

tems. For instance, some other systems do support reusability but do not have inheritance 

relation, i.e., they have other language features in our four background architectures to 

support reusability. In this case, the conflict between concurrency control and reusability 

may not be applicable to them. 

3.3.1 Concurrency Control versus Reusability 

The conflict between concurrency and multiple inheritance has been addressed in [4J, [14J, 

[33J, [81J, and [76J. The fundamental problem is the multiple inheritance mechanism will 

violate the concurrent structure, Le., the concurrent relations in the ancestor classes might 

be destroyed for several reasons, for example, conflict resolution. In MELD, the commit

abort transaction protocol prop06ed in [38J might cause some problems if one class overrides 

two ancestor classes, and these two ancestor classes have one method with the same name, 

which contains one or more abort-commit statements. 

The conflict between reusability and concurrency control may exist even without in

heritance at all. For example, in Actors (1], the synchronization problem between the 
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delegating object and delegated objects might raise some unexpected errors. 

The critical point is the relation between threads and objects. Threads will survive across 

object boundaries, where objects usually are the reusable units. Therefore, for reusing one 

object we have to care about those threads attached to it. 

3.3.2 Prototyping versus Interface Control 

For prototyping a large software system, sometimes we just want to modify a few objects, 

and run it again. Such impact limitation facility is very necessary for being a nice inter

face control. But, we also need strong type checking for linking objects together safely. 

This means the interface controller has to do global type checking, but neglect those in

terfaces among a few objects, which definitely is a very complex task. Furthermore, for 

the programmers, such a complicated interface is really hard to define and might break the 

encapsulated objects. 

3.3.3 Impact Limitation and Message Passing 

To achieve impact limitation, we have to compromise some good features that interface 

control should have. For example, once we might have to define two client-interfaces for 

one object, i.e., one is for the limited object group, and another is for the rest of the world. 

But if we use tuple space for inter-object communication, we may be able to define the 

impact limitation as part of tuple space. For example, we just change the interface for 

object 0 (from 0 to 01), and we want to limit the impact to only {A, B}. Then, we can 

put the pairs (Ol,A) and (Ol,B) to the tuple space. In this case, we feel it's much easier 

to accomplish impact limitation. 

3.3.4 Matching with Hardware versus Reusability 

If the underlying architecture is shared-memory6, then probably we would like to save some 

space and let objects sharing executable code. The problem is which parts of the code we 

should put into the shared memory, i.e. how to cache th08e pieces of code together to get 

better performance. 

If we do duplicate the reusa.ble modules for all the clients, then we will not suffer from 

the performance problem, but we loss flexibility. 

6This always means global memory access time is fast but the cost of one memory cell is very expensive. 

-
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3.3.5 Reusability versus Locality of Objects 

As we just mentioned, to save some memory space and to achieve flexibility, we have better 

keep one copy of executable. Therefore, for getting better performance, we have to find out 

the way to locate objects. Unfortunately, most object-oriented systems didn't address this 

problem completely, i.e., they address the locality problem among objects, which will be 

retrieved at the same time, but the locality problem among classes is ignored. For example, 

VBASE can cluster objects together to get performance improved, but this clustering is not 

related to the inheritance hierarchy, which is the most important feature for reusability. 

3.3.6 Scheme Evolution vs. Real-Time, Transaction, and Prototyping 

In prototyping a software system, it is very common to modify the scheme, and basically, 

we can have two approaches to deal with such scheme evolution. The first approach is 

screening [68], which defer modifying the persistent store, then filter or correct the values 

right before they are used. It is some sort of lazy fashion. The second one, which is used 

by GemStone [60], is immediate conversion, which will change everything at one time, and 

keeps the consistency of the object base. 

The problem of screening is the filtering and correcting process for all the messages 

definitely will slow down the system and is conflict with the requirements for real-time 

systems. 

One disadvantage of immediate conversion is we might need a long time to update a 

lot of objects, which we might not need to use before the next updating. In case that this 

long update transaction will not be aborted, then we must suspend or redo a lot of other 

transactions at this time. Furthermore, global consistent checking will be even harder if 

impact limitation is required. 

4 Case Study: MELD, MARVEL, and VBASE 

4.1 MELD 

MELD [38] is a multiparadigm language combining object oriented, module interconnection, 

macro dataflow, and transaction processing styles of programming. The object-oriented 

paradigm in MELD supports object classification, and multiple inheritance relationship as 

well as distributed parallelism with both synchronous and asychronous message passing 

among remote and local objects. The dataflow paradigm supports both medium and fine 
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grain parallelism among the methods within an object and among action equations within 

several methods. The module interconnection in Meld supports encapsulation, extensibility 

and reusability of much larger granularity units than classes. The transaction processing 

facilities are to provide superior concurrency control over the interactions both among 

methods applied to the same object and among different objects. 

4.2 MARVEL 

!VIARVEL [36] is an expert system for controlled automation of menial tasks in software 

engineering and development environments. The MARVEL database, which is for managing 

complex data in an engineering project, is mapped onto the UNIX file system as follows: 

MSL's (MARVEL Strategy Language) built-in entity types are divided into three categories, 

small types (integer, real, Boolean, string), intermediate types (text file, binary file), large 

types (a set of text), and also user-defined types of objects. 

The classes and external relations define MARVEL'S logical structure of the engineering 

artifacts, and rules are used as methods (or operators) to manipulate the information in 

the logical structure. One function of the database management system is to control the 

execution of these rules defined in Marvel. In Marvel, this control mechanism is different 

from other rule-based system in that both preconditions and postconditions are used. 

4.3 VBASE 

VBASE [5,23], an object-oriented development environment, combines a procedural object

oriented language and persistent objects into one OODB system. Language aspects of 

VBASE include strong type checking for class definition (but weak type checking for method 

implementation), a block structured schema definition language, and the ability to type 

members of aggregate objects. Database aspects include relationships and inverse relation

ships between objects, user control of object clustering for space and retrieval efficiency, 

query processing and method triggering. VBASE has basically four functional components: 

• TDL (Type Definition Language) 

• COP (C Object Process, which has been replaced by C++ in a newer version of 

VBASE.) 

• SQL (Query Language) 

• ITS (VBASE Debugger and Browser) 
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5 Three Examples 

Using the comparison framework, we can compare MELD, MARVEL, and VBASE in three 

different application domains: distributed programming, programming environment, and 

telecommunication software. Basically, we will generate the following results for each cases: 

• Comparison based on current implementation; 

• \Vhat features are weakly supported on current implementation status; 

• Comparison based on current implementation plus forthcoming features; 

• What problems would likely happen after adding those new features. 

Then, we will consider the general language features for MELD, MARVEL, and VBASE. 

5.1 Distributed Programming 

Controlling a set of computers linked by various kinds of communication network gets 

more and more important now. Also mentioned in section 1, one important reason for 

using object-oriented systems is to manipulating parallel and distributed environment. 

In this section, we consider what language features are necessary to support distributed 

programming first. Then, we consider those three object-oriented systems individually. 

Finally, we raise some problems about why they can not support distributed programming 

perfectly. 

5.1.1 Domain Requirements for Distributed Programming 

Distributed programming basically involves local processors, local data, and message com

munication among those processors and data. For controllability reason, it is more delicate 

and complicated than sequential programming. The fundamental difficulty is in sequential 

programming only one active thread surviving at one time or a few threads executing si

multaneously but being merging in a certain period of time, which implies strong behavior 

predictability. But in the domain of distributed programming, usually we have no or very 

little idea about how many threads are active now, when this specific thread will terminate, 

and what is the interference among threads. 

In order to deal with the difficult nature of distributed programming, the programming 

environment is built to reduce the complexity of developing software. For example, remote 

procedure call make it easier to communicate two UNIX processes in a Inter-Net domain. 
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For another example, nested transactions can be used to build up a reliable and parallel 

systems. The requirements are: 

• Inter-object communication; 

• Distributed Transaction Management; 

• Matching with Hardware Architecture. 

5.1.2 ~vlELD 

The current implementation of ~IELD supports two kinds of message passing, asynchronous 

message sending and procedure call, which gives programmers flexibility to write their own 

style of programs. Furthermore, the design and implementation of distributed transaction 

management is being finished, which will not only support transaction management but 

the notation of transaction objects also gives great flexibility in building high-performance 

parallel systems [38J. For matching with hardware architectures, MELD didn't stress the 

problems except the design of facets [63J, which considers the partial replication of objects 

for distributed computation on different architectures. 

distributed programming in MELD current implementation future 

inter-object communication good unknown 

distributed transaction fair very good 

matching with hardware architecture poor fair 

5.1.3 MARVEL 

In the current implementation, MARVEL is not a distributed system, nor does it support 

any transaction mechanism as well as any matching with hardware architectures. But 

MARVEL might have great potential to support these domain requirements: 

Inter-Object Communication: Rule firing can be treated as one kind of message pass

ing. For example, pattern matching in prod uction systems is similar to the mechanism 

of tuple space, while conflict resolution strategies are those constraints for inter-object 

communication. If rules are distributed, it is just the case of remote message sending 

in MELD. However, it is not clear how to merge the concepts of synchronization and 

asynchronization into MARVEL. 

-

-
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Distributed Transaction: One important aspect of MARVEL research project is how to 

handle multi-agents' problem, which is still open. 

Matching with Hardware Architectures: Although ~vlARVEL doesn't have any fea

tures dealing with hardware, a lot of other works in parallel production systems 

machines might be referred by the future MARVEL research. 

distributed programming in MARVEL current implementation future 

inter-object communication poor good 

distributed transaction none unknown 

matching with hardware architecture poor unknown 

5.1.4 VBASE 

Although VBASE doesn't fully support distributed object base, it should not be a big 

deal to upgrade the current implementation of VBASE, probably by adding a name server. 

The problem is VBASE will only support procedure call (or synchronized message passing), 

which severely restrict the representability of a programmer. And unfortunately, it is very 

unlikely that a new VBASE system with asynchronous message sending can be extended 

from the old implementation, because basically COP will try to link all the possible-access 

procedures together with user's application program and generate a huge executable file 7. 

Actually, in the trade-off between flexibility and efficiency, VBASE has chosen the latter 

one enthusiastically. Not only it will generate a huge binary file, but also the tightly 

matching with hardware architectures. The current implementation of VBASE on SUN-3 

will go through the levels of cache memory and virtual memory, which make it unable to 

access remote object base through NFS (network file server). Definitely the performance 

it gains in the trading is very nice in a single machine [23], and we can expect that such 

a system should be easy to move to another hardware system with cache and virtual 

memory. But it is not clear that how VBASE will match with a distributed environment 

without changing the design methodology. 

7 a.pproximately 2 to 4 MB for a 30-line application progra.m in C. 
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distributed programming in VBASE current implementation future 

inter-object communication fair unknown 

distributed transaction none unknown 

matching with hardware architecture poor unknown 

5.1.5 Summary 

33 

For the domain requirements of distributed programming, as considering the current im

plementation, MELD is preferred because it support both inter-object communication and 

distributed transaction well. Actually, I have implemented a Box-Tossing program (in 

Appendex I) using MELD. 

The other two systems have severe shortcomings for supporting distributed program

ming. MARVEL needs distributed rule base systems as well as sophisticated transaction 

model [37J. VBASE, on the other hand, needs more general system design in order to 

control the distributed environment more smoothly. The possible implementation of Box

Tossing using MARVEL and VBASE is illustrated in Figure 11, and Figure 12. 

As considering the future of these three systems, it really depends on how their current 

-

-
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problems can be solved. For example, YBASE can have two different interfaces to access 

both local objects and remote objects. That means the system can detect what type of 

object file is requested and decide which interface we will go through, which will reserve 

flexibility without losing too much efficiency. However, it is not clear how we can have 

different styles of message passing based on the current design. 

5.2 Programming Environment 

In order to build a programming environment, we actually have to consider every possible 

situations in software development process. Although object-oriented systems themselves 

have been treated as very good programming environments, because theoretically they 

support version management, reusability, extensibility and prototyping, we do feel we need 

more facilities to reduce the cost of software development. We will explain the special 

requirements for programming environments. Then, we will see how MELD, MARVEL, and 

YBASE can fit those requirements. 

5.2.1 Domain Requirements 

One significant difference between building programming environments and building other 

software systems is we need great flexibility. Usually, we will need different environments 

to support different software projects. Even in a single project, various environments might 

be suitable for various development stages. This implies we need to change from one envi

ronment to another one dynamically, but still accessing the same object-oriented database. 

From our experience, it is to hard to build up such an environment deterministically, in

stead, rule-base programming has shown itself as an attractive facility to achieve such a 

goal. 

Another big challenge in programming environments is how to support progmmming in 

many. Although it is still an open problem to define the process model for this task, we do 

feel long term trall8actioll8 will play an important role here. 

Yet another requirement for programming environment is good query language and 

friendly user interface. Dealing with a delicate and complicated software project, the 

programmers usually need plenty of information about the project as well as visual support 

to understand the hiemrchy of the current project, the structure of the object base, and the 

facilities that the current progmmming environment supports. 

• Multiple language paradigms; 

-

-
-
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• Long term transaction; 

• Query language and user interface. 

5.2.2 MELD 

Although MELD has action equations which can be linked dynamically by their data depen

dent relations, we claim that this data flow paradigm in !VlELD doesn't help us to build a 

flexible programming environment. The point is when moving from one to another different 

environment, we need to reconsider all the data dependency between the environment and 

the object base. 

MELD does try to support various kinds of transactions, which will be manipulated by 

different concurrency control mechanisms. This suggests for different projects we might 

want to use different schemes, and the transaction objects will handle all these cases. 

Furthermore, in tradition transaction model, the conflict information usually is not available 

for the users, but in MELD, user might be able to access those information kept inside those 

transaction objects through a special object interface offered by the system manager. This 

means besides abort and redo, we might want to do something else to resolve the conflicts 

among long term transactions. 

MELD doesn't support any particular query language or user interface so far. For the 

future, views [26J is considered seriously as the candidate to be integrated with MELD. 

Programming Environment in MELD current implementation future 

Multiple Language Paradigms poor unknown 

Long Term Transaction fair very good 

Query Language and User Interface poor good 

5.2.3 MARVEL 

MARVEL is developed as a tool integration language, and it merge two different paradigms: 

object-oriented and rule-base. Tills easily makes MARVEL satisfies the first requirement, 

except we need more powerful rule base model with a sophisticated conflict resolution mech

anism in the future. Recently, a browser environment for MARVEL has been implemented 

by Sokolsky [69J, willch fulfills the tillrd requirement partially. Unfortunately, MARVEL 

doesn't support long term transactions at this moment, and even no clear idea about this 

problem exists. 
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Programming Environment in rVlARVEL curren t im plemen tation future 

Multiple Language Paradigms good very good 

Long Term Transaction none unknown 

Query Language and User Interface good unknown 

5.2.4 VBASE 

Apparently, VBASE is not terribly good for building programming environment in the first 

two;omain requirements. First, for getting efficiency, VSASE will spend a lot of time (5 

to 30 rillns) to generate a hard-wired executable file. So, it will slow down the performance 

a lot, when the programmers want to change the environment very often, which is a very 

common case in that a programmer will involve several projects simultaneously. But in 

~VIARVEL, to reload a set of strategies. which will build another environment, will only take 

a few seconds. Second, it doesn't support long term transaction so far. We believe is a 

minor problem because VSASE also has abstract types and storage types [16J, which can be 

extended to the concept of transaction objects as in MELD. 

SQL and ITS tools actually give very strong support for the third domain environment, 

which make VSASE still be a promising system for programming environment. 

Programming Environment in VSASE current implementation future 

Multiple Language Paradigms poor unknown 

Long Term Transaction fair very good 

Query Language and User Interface very good very good 

5.2.5 Summary 

For current implementation, both MARVEL and VSASE are preferred, because they support 

at least two domain requirements for programming environments. MELD might be better 

after the view, language is implemented, because it supports a nice query language with 

user interface and also the mechanism for building various en vironments. 

For the future, we feel that all of them have hard problems to conquer. For MARVEL, we 

are dealing with the implementation of long term transaction. VSASE needs more flexible 

structure to support dynamic environment. There are also a lot of unseen questions for 

MELD after merging views as a part of the system, for example, how we can make safe 

environment changes in higher view levels that will not generate incorrect or unexpected 

-
-

-

-
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data dependency relations in the lower action equation levels. 

5.3 Telecommunication Software 

A telecommunication software system is usually separated into two modules, computa

tion model and information model. The former usually deals with real telecommunication 

problems, for example, resource management, protocol verification, network simulation and 

monitoring. The latter will consider how to support the former to solve those problems eas

ily. In this section, we will only consider the information model which can be implemented 

in object-oriented systems. 

5.3.1 Domain Requirements 

Timing is the first requirement in developing telecommunication software. For example, in 

AfAGNET II system [50], there are three classes of traffic and each of them associated with 

different kinds of time-delay and losing rate. To support such timing-constraint message 

passing, definitely the programmers should be able to represent their timing concept in 

their programs naturally. Furthermore, we need real-time transactions for the network 

shared by several managers. 

To manage the network resources, the information model must offer the computation 

model some performance data. But there are two difficulties: first, the data are distributed 

and hard to get in very short time; second, even in one local node, the information is too 

much to process. So, usually, we will like to keep a statistical database, which is active 

and updated immediately when the status of the network is changed. This implies we need 

some facilities to support statistical database. 

The third requirement for network monitoring is rule-base programming. Knowledge

based monitoring of telecommunication [50] [29] [21] has been treated as a promising ap

proach to m~naging the complex domain. 

• Real-time systems; 

• Statistical database; 

• Multi-paradigm programming language. 

5.3.2 MELD 

MELD doesn't support real-time construct, and the design of real-time MELD is still in 
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the very early stage. The requirement of statistical database, however. can be achieved in 

MELD by using constraints, which will make an object active. Finally, as we mentioned 

before, MELD doesn't have rule- base construction. 

Telecommunication Software in MELD current implementation future 

Real- Time System none unknown 

Statistical Database good unknown 

Multiple Language Paradigms poor unknown 

5.3.3 MARVEL 

The only difference between MARVEL and MELD in supporting: telecommunication softwar·' 

is that MARVEL support -de-base programming very well. 

Telecommunicat.::,~ Software in MARVEL current implementation future 
-

Real- Time System none unknown 

Statistical Database good unknown 

Multiple Language Paradigms good unknown 

5.3.4 VBASE 

VBASE doesn't support these three requirements very well. 

Telecommunication Software in MELD current implementation future 

Real- Time System none unknown 

Statistical Database poor unknown 

Multiple Language Paradigms poor unknown 

5.3.5 Summary 

None of the three systems are suitable for developing telecommunication in current imple

mentation status, because we do feel that the concept of timing is very necessary in this 

domain. 

5.4 Software Development Environment 

After considering domain requirements for each applicatio! omains, we should evaluate 

MELD, MARVEL, and VBASE from those general language leatures for software develop-

-

-
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ment environment. Those features are version management, reusability, extensibility, and 

prototyping. 

5.4.1 Version Management 

MELD: MELD has very simple persistent object base without any interface control mech

anism or dynamic type checking. Everything will be done at compiling time. Currently, 

another version of MELD will be implemented very soon with both name server and object 

identities. 

MARVEL: MARVEL supports both persistent object base and very simple multiple version 

on top of UNIX file system. One program merging MARVEL with RCS has heen imple

mented. If we can implement MARVEL in MARVEL, then we can integrate RCS with the 

meta-marvel, which will he a object-oriented system with excellent version management 

scheme. 

VSASE: VSASE has a nice persistent object base system, but it doesn't support version 

control explicitly [45]. In the future, the storage type of VSASE might be upgraded as a 

good approach to dealing with version control. 

Version Management MELD MARVEL VSASE 

Current Implementation none fair fair 

Future unknown very good good 

5.4.2 Reusability 

MELD: Features, classes, and action equations are multiple granularities of reusable units 

in MELD. Features provide large granularity of reusable units, where action equations 

provide small reusable blocks. Like other object-oriented systems, MELD also support 

multiple inheritance to reuse the class definition. 

MARVEL: MARVEL supports two kinds of inheritance relation: data inheritance, which 

can inherit the class definition, and behavior inheritance, i.e. every rule defined in MARVEL 

will be inherited by all the objects applicable to this rule. If more than one rules can be 

satisfied for some object at the same time, the conflict resolution mechanism will deal with 

this problem. 
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VBASE: VBASE supports the basic single inherit. ! with abstract object state, which 

means the definition of inheritance hierarchy as w·- as the behavior of those operations 

and the implementation of an object are totally separated to support encapsulation of 

object definition. 

Reusability MELD MARVEL VBASE 

Current Implementation very good good good 

Future unknown unknown unknown 

5.4.3 Extensibility 

~vlELD: MELD doesn't support schema evolution at all. 

MARVEL: MARVEL supports static schema evolution [69]. ,Lnd the design of dynamic 

schema evolution is still in a very early stage. 

VBASE: VBASE supports type checking as well as object migration using immediate con

version scheme. The only minor problem is the current implementation of TDL take a 

really long time to do type evolution, and it also grasps almost all the CPU resources at 

that period of time. 

Extensibili ty MELD MARVEL VBASE 

Current Implementation fair good very good 

Future unknown very good unknown 

5.4.4 Prototyping 

MELD: MELD doesn't support general reflective computation, but it does support reflec

tion in transaction management. There is a system defined class transaction, which includes 

different concurrency control schemes. The final product of MELD should allow program

mers to reuse and modify those system classes, and produce their own concurrency control 

schemes. Furthermore, they should be able to access to the transaction object through the 

client interface for some advanced application domains. 

MELD didn't support impact limitation either, because MELD doesn't have multiple 

version facility now. 

,.. 

-
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MARVEL MARVEL doesn't have reflective computation so far. The design of meta-marvel. 

which will fully support reflective computation, is still in a very early stage. And, although 

~VIARVEL will keep multiple versions for one object, it doesn't support impact limitation at 

all. However, as we discussed before, MARVEL might have some facility similar to tuple 

space, which is considered as one message passing scheme suitable for impact limitation. 

VBASE VBASE support not much reflection now, but it could be changed into another 

version easily, because it already had the meta-class structure. No impact limitation is 

available so far. 

Prototyping MELD MARVEL VSASE 

Current Implementation fair poor poor 

Future unknown good unknown 

5.4.5 Summary 

None of them will support prototyping very well in current implementation. The most 

important reason is they don't have very good impact limitation or intelligent interface 

control. However, MARVEL does show its potential in supporting prototyping, because: 

• First, in MARVEL, there will be two levels of control knowledge: rule level and meta.

rule level, which implies we can set up impact limitation in a higher level; 

• Second, meta-rules imply reflexibility, which might be an important feature for future 

prototyping systems. 

5.5 Major Efficiency Problems 

5.5.1 MELD 

The current implementation of MELD is running under an interpreter, which will process a 

set of action equations with data dependency relations. This makes MELD not a.ttractive 

because on conventional architectures it is unlikely we can implement such a langua.ge very 

efficiently. So, a new version of MELD, called MeldC, will remove the data flow paradigm, 

which will make the performance much better, although we loss some fine grain parallelism. 

Another efficiency about MELD is about the implementation of concurrency control 

algorithms. The design of MELD'S transaction management is so flexible that the user can 
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select one specific concurrency control scheme for his application. This imply ~VIELD can 

achieve better performance in transaction management. 

5.5.2 MARVEL 

One major efficient problem of MARVEL is the rule chaining mechanism. In current imple

mentation, !\'IARVEL will build up all the links among rules when loading strategies, and 

after all, it just fires rules through those links. There are two drawbacks here: first, if 

the size of the rule base is big, then defini tely the number of links will be extremely huge 

because n rules might have n2 links; second, the architecture is not very flexible. 

5.5.3 VBASE 

As mentioned before, VBASE has three efficiency problems. First, the TDL process - 00 

slow. Second, the executable file generated by COP is too big. Another minor problem is 

the simple locking scheme used by VBASE will lock one whole database file, which implies 

that the concurrency in VBASE will not be so great. 

5.5.4 Summary 

The most important problem about MELD and VBASE is objects in different classes but 

inheriting the same thing do not share executable code. We can sense this question by the 

huge size of one VBASE executable file. Although some people claim that they get great 

time efficiency in return, we feel that it is not the case because too big executable file •. : y 

cause main memory page fault very often, especially, in object-oriented languages, j' is 

even harder to guess which pieces of code will be executed next time than in sequential 

languages, which will always follow the single thread program counter. 

5.6 Comparison Results 

The result (Figure 13) shows that these three systems have some severe shortcomings 

in supporting three different application domains as well as general environment features 

considered by software engineers. All these shortcomings are listed in Figure 14, Figure 15, 

and Figure 16. 
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MELD MARVEL VSASE 

current future current future current future 

- Distributed Programming: 

Object Communication good unknown poor good fair unknown 

Transac tions fair very good none unknown none unknown 

Hardware Matching poor fair poor unknown poor unknown 

- Programming Environment: 

Multiple Paradigms poor unknown good very good poor unknown 

Long transactions fair very good none unknown fair very good 

User Interface poor good good unknown very good very good 

Teleconununication: 

Real-time system none unknown none unknown none unknown 

Statistical database good unknown good unknown poor unknown - j.,1 ultiple Paradigms poor unknown good unknown poor unknown 

Software Development: 

Version Management none unknown fair very good fair good 

Reusability very good unknown good unknown good unknown 

Extensibility fair unknown good very good good unknown 

Prototyping fair unknown poor good poor unknown 

Figure 13: Comparison Results 

MELD 

,- not considering the matching with hardware architecture 

not flexible enough to reconfigurate the relations among objects at run-time 

- without good user interface 

not supporting real-time software 

no version control mechanism 

not supporting type evolution 

not efficient in time ,... 
Figure 14: MELD'S shortcomings 

,.. 
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-

MARVEL 

without a nice paradigm for inter-object and inter-rule communication 

without transaction mechanism 

not supporting real-time software 

without good version control mechanism 

not supporting type evolution 

not efficient in time 

Figure 15: MARVEL'S shortcoming? 

VBASE 

without various message passing schemes 

without transaction mechanism 

not flexible enough to reconfigurate the relations among objects at run-time 

without good user interface 

not supporting real-time software 

not easy to implement statistca.l database 

without good version control mechanism 

not efficient in space 

Figure 16: YBASE'S shortcomings 

----------------------------------------------------------------
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6 Conclusion and Future Work 

The methodology of this work is to build up an information structure supporting the 

design choices in object-oriented systems. For this purpose, a simple comparison framework 

is introduced, and its disadvantages are also discussed. We then use this framework to 

compare three different object-oriented systems, MELD, MARVEL, and VBASE, in three 

application domains. 

6.1 Contribution and Conclusion 

The major contributions of this thesis are 

• A set of topics and problems in the object-oriented research community have been 

reviewed and discussed, and they are organized as an experimental comparison frame

work, which shows a big picture of object-oriented systems; 

• Some difficulties and disadvantages of building such a framework are raised and dis

cussed, which will motivate a better comparison framework; 

• The result of evaluating MELD, MARVEL, and VBASE in three different domains, 

distributed progmmming, programming environment, and telecommunication software 

is derived by using the comparison framework; 

For the object-oriented research community, this framework does show a bigger picture 

containing many important problems in control architecture, data architecture, definitional 

architecture and concurrency control. For system hackers, it also addresses the most serious 

problems about their current systems. Some of the problems have already been raised in 

the thesis: 

version control and query interface: Version control is fundamental for reusability, ex

tensibility, and proto typing. We suggest an object-oriented system should not only 

keep multiple version, but also keep managing those versions, for example, interface 

control, object clustering, type evolution support. 

merging rules into object-oriented paradigm: Two of the three application domains 

need rule base programming to deal with their hard problems. For constructing 

complex software system, we suggest that rules should be considered as one important 

language feature for object-oriented systems. 
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supporting real-time software: In or to build a real-time system. how to merge the 

timing concept into the system should be considered in the first place. 

message-passing mechanism: Different message passing schemes give the programmers 

flexibility to represent their idea, however, using only one elegant scheme might get 

other ad vantages. For example, tuple space might be a good choice for impact limi

tation, and communication efficiency. 

various transaction models: So far for all the three application domains, transaction 

mechanism is required, which implies an object-oriented system can not be very 

useful without a nice transaction management model dealing with various kinds of 

transactions. 

6.2 Future Work 

For getting a better comparison framework, two problems are considered as the future 

extension: 

How to generate generic experiments? One important phase of the methodology in 

[77] is to generate some generic experiments and functionality checklists. In this thesis, 

my implementation and domain experimental examples didn't go through this phase. I 

seriously believe that developing a set of good generic experiments will make the comparison 

result more meaningful and reliable. 

How to translate those conflicts into part of the evaluation question? As pointed 

out in the thesis, several conflicts will happen when we consider all these langauge features 

together. Before getting the solutions for those conflicts, to merge those conflicts as part 

of the framework will make the comparison result more accurate. 
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A Box Tossing in 1-1ELD 

FEATURE toss 

INTERFACE: 

EXPORTS 

REMOTES 

box, window 

window1 : window at $WORKSTATION 

hand1 : hand at SWORKSTATION 

box1 : box at $WORKSTATION 

[MPID,fENTATION: 

OBJECT: 

hox2 

hand2 

: box; 

: hand; 

window2 

gravity 

getJlumber () 

: window; 

: double := 0.12; 

: double; 

CLASS box ::= 

active 

center-x 

center_y 

speed-x 

speed_y 

status 

: integer := 0; 

: double := 2028.0; 

: double := 300.0; 

: dou ble := 0.0; 

: double := 0.0; 

: integer := 0; 

METHODS: 

{* set up the path between sta.ndard input and this object. *} 

path (0, $self)j 

if (active = 1) then status := window2.box(center-x, centeLY, 1); 

"help" ......- { 

} 

printf ("BOX:: (1) x speed = d (between 1.0 and 100.0) 

(2) y speed = d (between -20.0 and 20.0)"); 

printf(UBox position: (x = %If, y = %If) Box speed : 

(x = %If, y = %If)'', center-x, center_y, speed-x, speed_y)j 

-19 

... 
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impel (x. y: double) t-- ( 

if (speed-x = 0.0 && speed_y = 0.0 && (x != 0.0 II y != 0.0)) 

then 

send move () to $self; 

speed-x := x; 

speed_y := y; 

seL'cy (x, y :double) f-----+ (centeLx := x; centeLY := y;) 

move 0 f--
{ 

} 

hand2.light (center-x, centeLY); 

if (speed-x != 0.0 II speed_y != 0.0) then [ 

speed_y +:= gravity; 

(center-x +:= speed-x; centeLY +:= speed_y; ) 

if (status = 1) then send move 0 to $self; 

else { 

} 

if (status = 0) then { 

speed_y := 0.0; 

speed-x := 0.0; 

} 

else { 

if (box1.a..ctivate (center-x, center_y, speed-x, speed_y) = 1) then { 

active := 0; 

} 

} 

window2.box (center-x, center_y, 0); 

{* send box (center-x, centeLY, 0) to window2;*} 

activate (ex, cy, x, y: double) ~ { 

if (active = 1) then return (0); 

else { 

.50 
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} 

if (window2. box (ex, cy, 1) = 1) then { 

center-x := ex; 

centeLY := cy; 

active:= 1; 

speed_x := x; 

speed_y := y; 

if (speed_x != 0.0 II speed_y != 0.0) then send move 0 to $self; 

return (1); 

} 

else { 

} 

} 

printf ("activate: box is not inside the window."); 

return (0); 

END CLASS box 

CLASS window ::= 

left : integer := 1050; 

right : integer := 2100; 

up : integer := 50; 

down : integer := 850 ; 

open,jiide : integer := -1; 

~1ETHODS: 

fbJJpen 0; 
path (0, $self); 

"help" ...-

printf ("window = (left = %d, right = %d, up = %d, down = %d)". 

left, right, up, down); 

box (x, y : double; flag: integer) .....- { 

box (x - left, y, flag); 

return ($self.inside (x, y)); 

} 

.jl 

-
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hand (x, y : double) 1-- { 

} 

if (open....side = 1) then righLhand (x - left, y); 

else 

leftJland (x - left, y); 

inside (x, y : double) 1--+ { 

} 

if (x ~ left && x ::; right && y ~ up && y ::; down) then 

return (l); 

else { 

if (open....side = 1 && x > right) then return (-1); 

else { 

} 

} 

if( open....side = -1 && x < left) then return (-1); 

else return (0); 

END CLASS window 

CLASS hand ::= 

center-'C : double := 2029.0; 

centeLY : double := 300.0; 

speed-'C : double := -35.0; 

speed_y : double := -2.0; 

dx : double; 

dy : double; 

yl : double; 

t : double; 

range : double := 20; 

status : integer := 0; 

{* 1 = grasp; 2 = toss; 0 = not both *} 

METHODS: 

path (0, $self); 

send hand (center....x, centeLY) to window2; 
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"help" f-- { 

printf ( "Hand position: (x = %If, y = %If) (1) hand x = d 

(2) hand y = d (3) toss.", center~'{, centeLY)j 

} 

"x*speed*=*" 1----+ { 

} 

speed-x := getJlumber ($selector)j 

printf ( "x speed = %If.'', speed-x)j 

"y*speed*=*" t--+ { 

} 

speed_y := getJlumber ($selector)j 

printf ( "y speed = %If', speed_y)j 

"hand*x*=*" 1----+ { 

} 

center-x := getJlumber ($selector); 

printf ( "hand x = %If', center-x)j 

"hand*y*=*" t--+ { 

} 

centeLY := getJlumber ($selector)j 

printf ( "hand y = %If', center_y); 

". 't" { Ill! t--+ 

} 

send set-x_y (center-x - 1.0, center_y) to box2; 

send impel «double)O.O, (double)O.O) to box2; 

status := 1; 

"toss" t--+ { 

if (sta.tus = 1) then { 

send signal (center..x - 1.0, center_y, speed..x, speed_y) to handl; 

} 

} 

send set-x-y (center..x - 1.0, center_y) 

send impel (speed..x, speed-y) 

sta.tus := 2; {* toss *} 

to box2j 

to box2; 
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light (x, y: double) .- { 

} 

if (x < center-x + range && x > center-x - range 

&& y < centecy + range && y > centecy - range) then { 

if (status = 2) then return (0); 

else { 

status := 1; {* grasp *} 

box2.impel ((double) 0.0, (double) 0.0); 

printf ("1 catch the box."); 

return (1); 

} 

} 

else { 

} 

status := 0; 

return (0); 

signal (x, y, sx, sy : double) .- { 

} 

printf ("signal (%If, %If, %If, %If)'', x, y, sx, sy); 

t := (center-x - x)/sx; 

if (t > 0) then { 

} 

yl := y + sy * t + gravity * t * t / 2.0; 

if (window2.inside (center-x, y1) = 1) then { 

send move_to (center -x, y 1) to $self; 

} 

else printf ("1 am not going to catch the box"); 

move_to (x, y : double) 1---+ [ 

if (center-x + 10 < x) then dx := 10; 

else dx := x - center-x; 

if (center-x - 10 > x) then dx := -10; 

else dx := x - center-x; 

if (centeLY + 6 < y) then dy := 10; 
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else dy := y - centeLY; 

if (center_y - 6 > y) then dy := -10; 

else dy := y - centeLY; 

if (dx != 0 " dy != 0) then [ 

center_,< +:= dx; 

centeLY +:= dy; 

send move_to (x, y) to $self; 

END CLASS hand 

END FEATURE toss 
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